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About This Content

The Laaeks 553 is a car carrier typically used across the German network and beyond for transporting new vehicles between
ports and depots. The Laaeks designation denotes that it is a special class of flat wagon (L) coupled in double formation with a

total of 4 axles (aa) with decks for transporting cars (e) up to a maximum load of 20 tonnes (k).

The Laaeks 553 for Train Simulator is finished in red-brown and includes empty versions and versions loaded with red, white,
blue, black and mixed cars.
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Title: TS Marketplace: Laaeks 553 Wagon Pack
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Skyhook Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 29 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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First game i played in my life. <3. Read this before finishing Steins;Gate true ending for an even more satisfying conclusion..
Fun for 10 Minutes neesd more stages. Sheer awesomeness - complete with chattering monkeys! - even if it's only two tracks
long.

  I bought this and the game for a smidgen over a dollar US, so I'm not complaining. You'd have to be an eejit to pay a full dollar
for this and this alone, though.

  Verdict: 8.5\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). EDITED REVIEW: With the 11 March 2016 update (v 1.0.2.16), the developers finally fixed most of the mechanics
which made this game unplayable before. About the only thing they didn't fix was the squiggly background in the sorting tray at
the bottom of the puzzle. Unfortunately, even though I can now play the game (and finished it after 23 hours of game play with
100% Achievements), I'm still not recommending it. My lack of recommendation, though, is now borderline. The big problems
now are:

- The pictures are not very good for jigsaw puzzles. In general, they consist of vast fields of background (rocks, water, sky) and
a picture of a bird somewhere therein. Usually, the background is partially blurred due to depth-of-field. Sometimes instead of a
bird or two, there's a flock of birds. These pictures are not object-oriented enough for a jigsaw puzzle.

- Of the 26 pictures in the game, 6 of them are 220 piece puzzles and 1 is a 350 piece puzzle. On my 24" 1920x1200 monitor,
the pieces for the 220 piece puzzles became much too small to work with (can't really see the shapes or connectors, and the
amount of picture on the piece is too small to be useable). The single 350 piece puzzle is even worse. Now, if you have
something like a 28" monitor (or bigger), maybe this particular problem would go away. But, for me, those biggest 7 puzzles
were nothing but a pain (especially coupled with the poor pictures).

- It's a small issue compared to the above two, but the picture numbers and progression through the pictures in the game don't
make sense. You'd think the progression through the game would be from smallest number of pieces to largest number of pieces
and the picture numbers would reflect that. Nope. It's almost arbitrary. It doesn't really make any difference to the puzzles, but
it's just odd.

Again, my lack of recommendation is borderline. If you have a 28" monitor, I'd say it's probably worth trying. With a 24"
monitor, it's pretty iffy. Anything less would probably drop it into the avoid category.

ORIGINAL REVIEW: With the current interface on "PIxel Puzzles 2: Birds," there's no way I can recommend it. The biggest
problem is that for some unknown reason, they've decided to have:

- the pieces float underwater in the pond instead of on the surface,
- the pond, itself, to be filled with a squiggly background,
- the UI controls float around taking space in the pond,
- the puzzle table has a squiggly background
- the sorting tray at the bottom has a squiggly background.

All of that conspires to make it almost impossible to see (let alone find) the pieces. On the very first puzzle (the easiest one with
the biggest pieces), it's almost impossible to even see which pieces are edges as they float in the pond. PIcking them up and
dropping them on the sorting tray is of no help, since the background image there is worse than the background image in the
pond. Ditto for seeing pieces (properly positioned or not) on the table, itself. Plus, if you expand the sorting tray so it appears at
the bottom of the screen, it just pushes the top of the screen (i.e., the top of the pond) right off the display. So, pieces can float
around up there and you have no idea they exist.

Adding insult to that injury, the main screen for the game seems to be a set of advertisements for the company. There's a list of
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"channels" along the right hand edge that you scroll through to see other games (including this game). I bought and paid for this
game. I sure don't want to be subjected to advertisements for other games right at the start. All of that stuff needs to go away.
Instead, when we start the game, it should put us into the actual starting screen (the one that currently comes up when you select
this game from the channels).

Hopefully, Decaying Logic\/KISS will revise this UI to remove the pointless noise. "Picture Puzzles: Japan" was a beautiful,
restful game to play. This game is making me blind. I'm putting it away for now as unplayable and hoping for a UI update.. So...
I tested the game out, writing notes about the Pros And Cons of the game..

So let's start with the Pros:

- Simple Menu Layout

- Nice background Music

- Good Graphics

- Has a tutorial

- Simple controls

- Gave me a Portal Gun.. Best game of the Year...

And now The Cons...

- Told me to Install a custom font...

- English isn't the best

- Cannot Change controls

- I Found Myself Doing Nothing...

- Its... Empty...

- Space econmy system... How does that even apply...

- I sold resources that I didn't have

- Building anything is just... boring...

- No Sense of achievement.

- Basically, BORING!

So with the Pros and Cons said, these are the stats to Summarize the Game:

- Story = 3\/10

- Graphics = 5\/10

- Cinematics = 2\/10 (Only landing cinematic)
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- Music = 4\/10

- Content = 4\/10

- Controls = 6\/10

- Gameplay = 4\/10

- Price - 6\/10

All out of 80 = 34\/80. Summarize = 4\/10

So to anyone who intends on buying it, don't, unless you want to spend $1.98 on a game that has nothing, boring and bland, it
might be worth getting it if it becomes a full game, but for now, it's not worth the money, so overall, this is a Bad Game...

Here is the Review Video = https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=b4c7BvYmnyU. Early Access Watcher Public Service
Announcement

Game: Uncanny Islands

Version: Initial Release

Gameplay Footage: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=1OGDmcUsviI

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer.

I have seen plenty of projects march their way into early access, but I never expected a project to be this bare bones after
discovering Integrity in November of last year. I have no problems with games releasing with their basic systems in place and a
understandable amount of content, but it is hard to justify uploading a project that looks to have taken an hour of random tree
placements and elevation adjustments. The only things you can do in the current version is cut trees, pick up sticks, toggle a
building placement and explore islands covered in trees (assuming you can travel the ocean floor without finding one of the
several missing texture spots that will send you falling off the landmass). There is no sounds outside walking noises, your sprint
makes you about a hair slower than the Flash, and even the cutting animation can bug out making it impossible to cut large trees
(which serve no purpose right now). Also experience random drops to 5 FPS or lower, which makes sprinting even more
headache enduring). Basically, what you see in the trailer is what you get, and I wanted to make sure of it before saying
anything. I highly recommend the developer rethink keeping this game up until they can at least get the basic systems, basic
tools, basic buildings, land mass adjustments and enemies before considering having this up. Avoid this product for the time
being. It is sad to say that even an asset flip would offer more than this game right now.

This has been a EAW PSA.. A game with great potential! Let's wait next updates.
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good tutorial could go a bit more in depth but still great. WHO SHOULD BUY THIS?

- Fathers of young daughters
- old school JRPG fans
- People who use RPG Maker and want to support their community
- People who want to see what you can do with RPG Maker VX ACE - It's cheaper than buying the full RPG Maker software,
and quicker than learning how to use the RPG Maker demo.

WHO SHOULDN'T BUY THIS?

- People expecting an RPG like Skyrim. This is an old school RPG, not an action game with skill trees.
- People who are unforgiving of new devs.
- People who hate cuteness, specifically puppies.

REVIEW

This is the first time I've ever written a review before I have finished the game. Well, I should say 'we' - I'm playing through
with my youngest daughter.

One of the things that I really like about this game is that the dev is approachable and very friendly. Call me old-fashioned, but
that goes a long way in this day and age. He posts gametips in the Steam forums. Contrast and compare to AAA companies, who
often don't even come here.

Some people say that this game has mismatching art styles: These people have missed the point. According to my daughter -
who might I point out, is actually in the target demographic - the art is PERFECT, and explains everything you need to know
about the characters before they even speak.

That's another thing, this has voice acting. And it's pretty damn good when compared to AAA titles. And the vocal direction is
spot on, seriously some of the best I've ever seen.

As for the game itself? It was clearly a labour of love for the dev, and I suspect that he would not have released it were he not a
father.

It's a cute little RPG Maker game. The dev doesn't always use the graphics in the way that we are accustomed to seeing them
used, but he is clearly a very creative person. He is not afraid to turn convention on its head, and he doesn't hold your hand
throughout the puzzles.

CONLCUSION.

I 100% think that you should buy this game because it's worth the money and the time, and I would be very proud of myself if I
had made and released a game for my daughter: without being morbid, I think the dev has achieved a kind of immortality here,
if you take my meaning.

(As I play through the game, I will adjust my review accordingly, adding more specific information.). The graphics are crap
compared to the video. I am extremely disappointed with todays technology they do not need 1908's graphics. That said i would
still recommend as its fun.. It Is Short But very good i like these pixel games rate it
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999\/10. OMG so much fun! best played 4p splitscreen with friends and family! Awesome shooter. Amazing map builder to!
must play. Plus, there is the free version so if your not sure if you want to buy the dlc\/standard edition, just play the free
version. The only bad thing is that not alot of people know\/play this game, so it can be hard to find games with 6-10 people.
Most of the popular maps to are extremely big, so it can be hard to find people while playing with 2-4 people. Still, a fun game
overall. Good to play with a group of buddies.. Awsome game,

had in the first days after launch his issues but a soon fix fixed all problems and till now its a great game, playing it when im
traveling offline and i still like it ^.^. at least it's still better than fifa 16. Makes me feel all squishy. I think I may need a towel..
it wont let me play can i have some help??? but still great game i played it once. you blow up llamas with random weapons and
they bite metal pieces and your mech blows up, its fun and funny
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